
 

COVID19 RESPONSE 
2020/2021 DANCE SEASON 

 
 

Plan A: All dancers will attend classes in person with the option of Zoom for those that 

do not feel comfortable coming to in-person classes.  Teachers will wear masks while 
teaching.  The lobby will be closed to families of dancers unless the dancer is in class for 
longer than one hour.  We ask that only one family member use the lobby if necessary.  
The locker room will only be open to dancers that attend multiple classes in different 
rooms.  Dancers will wipe down their locker after removing their items from the lockers.  
Lockers will be marked off putting space between lockers. ALL REC STUDENTS WILL 
BRING BAGS WITH THEM INOT THE CLASSROOM.  Students are asked to come in 
their shoes for their first class if the weather is permitting.  Teachers will come to West 
doors to let students enter the building. Dancers and teacher will put hand sanitizer on 
before and after class.  We will dismiss dancers out the South Doors after class.  Our class 
schedules have breaks between classes to sanitize between each class.  Dancers are 
encouraged to use the restroom before classes at home and to bring minimal personal 
items into the studio.  There will still be someone working at the desk to answer questions 
and take payments.  
 
 

Plan B: We will split classes in half with half of the students in person one week and 

the other half using zoom. Teachers will wear masks while teaching.  The lobby will be 
closed for all. The locker room will be closed to all dancers. Students are asked to come in 
their shoes for their first class if the weather is permitting.  Teachers will come to West 
doors to let students enter the building. Dancers and teacher will put hand sanitizer on 
before and after class.   We will dismiss dancers out the South Doors after class.  Our 
class schedules have breaks between classes to sanitize between each class.  Dancers are 
encouraged to use the restroom before classes at home and to bring minimal personal 
items into the studio.  There will still be someone working at the desk to answer questions 
and take payments. 
 

Plan C:  We will hold all classes via zoom, No dancers will be allowed in the building.   

 
 
With all plans we ask that you keep your dancer home if they have ANY symptoms of 
COVID or any other illness or have a fever above 100 degrees.   
 
Our studio will follow the recommendations of CDC cleaning and sanitizing regulations.  
We ask that you be patient with us during this time and trust that we are doing our very 
best to keep everyone safe, healthy and dancing!   


